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In its bi-annual Communications Outlook (2009), the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (“OECD”) concludes that mobile telephone prices in the Netherlands are consistently among the lowest, while prices in the United States are consistently among “the most expensive.”¹ Prices in the Netherlands are reported to be no less than half of those in the United States, and in some cases nearly one-fifth the size.² However, if the Dutch’s prices are really so much better, would American consumers prefer the mobile pricing plans offered in the Netherlands to their own? Given usage patterns in the United States, the answer is “No.” As explained in more detail below, I demonstrate in this Perspective that American consumers would pay more for service at their current usage levels if they faced the pricing plans offered in the Netherlands.

While perhaps consistent with a few European countries, these usage levels are exceedingly low by United States and Canadian standards. The average mobile consumer in the United States yaps about 800 minutes per month, nearly four times as much as the “high use” basket.³ The typical Canadian talks about 400 minutes per month.⁴ Moreover, the high-use basket includes only 55 text messages per month, whereas the typical American consumer thumbs over 400 of such messages per month.⁵ Since pricing plans for mobile phone services are dependent on usage, such large discrepancies between assumed and actual usage are plainly problematic (at least to reasonable persons).

A simple solution to this problem is to alter the definitions of the baskets, which could be accomplished either by changing the minutes

---

¹ In its bi-annual Communications Outlook (2009), the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (“OECD”) concludes that mobile telephone prices in the Netherlands are consistently among the lowest, while prices in the United States are consistently among “the most expensive.”

² Prices in the Netherlands are reported to be no less than half of those in the United States, and in some cases nearly one-fifth the size.

³ However, if the Dutch’s prices are really so much better, would American consumers prefer the mobile pricing plans offered in the Netherlands to their own? Given usage patterns in the United States, the answer is “No.” As explained in more detail below, I demonstrate in this Perspective that American consumers would pay more for service at their current usage levels if they faced the pricing plans offered in the Netherlands.

⁴ The OECD’s pricing methodology focuses on the usage baskets defined to compute consumer expenditures on service. The OECD computed “best” prices for three arbitrarily defined usage levels—low-usage (44 outbound voice minutes per month); medium-usage (114 outbound voice minutes per month); and high-usage (246 outbound voice minutes per month).

⁵ While perhaps consistent with a few European countries, these usage levels are exceedingly low by United States and Canadian standards. The average mobile consumer in the United States yaps about 800 minutes per month, nearly four times as much as the “high use” basket.

⁶ The typical Canadian talks about 400 minutes per month. Moreover, the high-use basket includes only 55 text messages per month, whereas the typical American consumer thumbs over 400 of such messages per month.

⁷ Since pricing plans for mobile phone services are dependent on usage, such large discrepancies between assumed and actual usage are plainly problematic (at least to reasonable persons).
assumptions in the current three baskets or expanding the number of baskets. While this solution provides more data, it still does not permit meaningful comparisons of prices across countries, which appears to be the purpose of the OECD’s computations.

Indeed, from the dicta of the Outlook, the purpose of creating the mobile price index is to provide a meaningful measure of relative prices across OECD Member Countries, supporting statements such as—Country A has “the least expensive [...] offers” and Country Z has the “highest monthly prices.” A natural interpretation of such comparisons is that the consumers in Country Z, with its “high” prices, would prefer the prices offered in Country A, with its “low” prices. This spin on the Outlook’s mobile pricing data is the standard media response. If this preference for regime switching is not supported by analysis of payments under the two pricing regimes, then clearly there is a defect in the pricing methodology, its interpretation and use, or both.

II. Understanding the Importance of Usage

Mobile prices are almost always a function of the quantity consumed. Carriers offer numerous pricing plans suited to the usage levels of heterogeneous consumers. These offerings are a response to the preference of most consumers for non-metered pricing (due largely to risk aversion and uncertainty regarding actual usage or variations in usage across months).

In mobile markets, which are workably competitive in most OECD countries, sellers target their offerings to match the demand levels of their customers. In a country such as the Netherlands with low average usage, the pricing plans will be designed for the low usage consumer. Alternately, where usage is high, such as the United States or Canada, the pricing plans are designed to satisfy the high usage consumer. If a service provider fails to match the needs of its customers, then the provider will not acquire or retain customers and its rivals will quickly steal its customer base, thereby threatening its financial stability. Marketing, which is largely an effort to match the product and service portfolio to the needs of consumers, is one of the most significant tasks of the mobile service provider.

III. The Problem With the “Basket” Approach

To demonstrate one problem with pricing baskets and cross-country comparisons of prices, consider a comparison between two countries: U and N. Assume Country U has only four customers with usage levels of 100, 800, 800 and 800 minutes per month, and a price vector of $p_{U,100} = 20$ and $p_{U,800} = 50$. In Country N, its four customers have usage levels of 100, 100, 100 and 800 minutes, and these consumers face the price vectors $p_{N,100} = 10$, $p_{N,800} = 100$.

In the OECD’s approach, an usage level is chosen and expenditures are computed, and then strong claims are made about relative prices across countries. Following that approach, we choose usage level 100 for this example, and observe that the lower price is in Country N ($10 versus $20). The OECD would conclude, then, that Country N has lower mobile prices than Country U. A media and blogger frenzy would follow claiming Country U lacks competition, good policy, or possesses some other defect causing high prices.

However, if we instead select 800 minutes as the benchmark, then it is Country U that has the
lowest prices ($50 versus $100). Now, the media and blogosphere harps on the high prices in Country N and proffers a range of excuses to explain them. But as is obvious in this case, which country has the lowest price depends on the basket selected. The country with the lowest price depends on the usage levels chosen and, in this case, such price comparisons are not robust to that choice.

This example is purely hypothetical. But, the same dramatic movements in “rank” appear in the OECD’s own analysis. For example, on a low-to-high price scale, Germany moves from a rank of 5th for the “low use” basket to a rank of 22nd for the “high use” basket—a seventeen position shift. Belgium ranks 12th for the “low use” basket, but 24th for the “high usage” basket (a twelve position move). Between the “low use” and “high use” baskets, Turkey jumps from 24th to 12th (twelve positions) and the United Kingdom jumps from 17th to 6th (eleven positions).

Are Germany, Belgium, Turkey and the United Kingdom high price or low price countries? The OECD’s approach cannot provide an answer, other than sometimes they are low priced countries, and sometimes they are not. This conclusion is not very helpful.

One might respond to this critical observation that the United States, unlike some other countries, is consistently found by the OECD to be a high price country. But, this OECD conclusion is inextricably tied to the baskets it chose, which are not representative of actual usage consumers in the United States. The basket approach cannot answer the policy-relevant question of whether consumers in Country U would prefer U’s own prices or those of Country N?

To see how an answer can be obtained, consider again the hypothetical scenario above. Country U’s four consumers pay $170 with their own prices or $310 with Country N’s prices. Plainly, Country U prefers its own prices, despite the fact that the 100 unit customer pays more under U’s tariffs. Alternately, Country N consumers pay $130 at own prices or $110 with Country U’s prices, so Country N also prefers the prices of Country U. If we focused solely on the 100 unit customer, as in the OECD’s analysis, then Country N has the “lowest” prices. But, if we look across all customers, then Country U’s prices are preferred by both countries.

The choice of usage level is clearly important when comparing countries (and not consumers). An arbitrarily selected “representative” customer (or un-representative in this case), provides very little information. But even more important is that a proper comparison requires consideration not only of a country’s mean usage but its distribution of usage. This distribution is entirely ignored by both the OECD and its critics who focus on differences in mean usage across countries and how these compare to actual usage levels.12

... [A] proper comparison requires consideration not only of a country’s mean usage but its distribution of usage. This distribution is entirely ignored by both the OECD and its critics...

IV. A Better Comparison

Setting aside the hypothetical example, I now incorporate actual prices into the analysis. To do so, I first obtain list prices for two countries—the United States and the Netherlands. In the OECD analysis, the United States is consistently a “high price” country and the Netherlands is consistently a “low price” country.13 The implication of the OECD’s analysis is that consumers in the United States would prefer the prices observed in the Netherlands. Mimicking
the OECD, I use AT&T’s prices for the United States and KPN’s prices for the Netherlands. In limiting my attention to these carriers I do not mean to belittle the issue of carrier selection for such comparisons. Carrier selection is very important, since carriers target different types of consumers and consumers seek out low prices. The limited carrier set used by the OECD is a significant defect in their analysis. To reduce the dimension of the analysis, only voice minutes are considered.

Minimum expenditures at different usage levels are illustrated in Figure 1. Total minutes (inbound and outbound) are measured along the horizontal axis. To account for Calling Party Pays (“CPP”), U.S. billed minutes for the KPN prices (where CPP applies) are assumed to be 53% of total minutes. In the U.S., 65% of total minutes are assumed to be free member-to-member and weekend/evening volumes (and thus billed at a price of zero).

As shown in Figure 1, below about 350 minutes, KPN’s prices are better by a meaningful amount (about half of AT&T’s prices). Between this level and about 550 minutes, the prices become much closer. Over the 550-750 minute range, the prices are roughly identical. After this level of usage, KPN’s plans rise (linearly) and are always above prices in the United States. KPN does not offer an unlimited plan—AT&T does (as do all other major carriers in the United States).

From Figure 1 is it apparent that for customers with fewer than about 500 total minutes of usage, the preferred price is KPN’s price. This is the usage range considered in the OECD’s analysis. For those with more than 750 minutes, the preferred price is always AT&T’s. This is the usage range ignored in the OECD’s analysis. Plainly, which firm’s prices are preferred depends on usage levels, and the OECD’s conclusions depend on the usage levels assigned to their baskets.

Comparing the prices between countries requires consideration of the full distribution of consumers, not just a few representatives (such as the average customer). Using data from a recent survey on mobile customers in the United States, total expenditures for mobile services are computed for American consumers using both AT&T’s and KPN’s pricing plans. To compare prices across countries, I compute expenditures for 1000 customers drawn from distributions matching the actual usage data. I assume the average usage in the U.S. is 830 minutes per month and 129 minutes per month for the Netherlands. When using KPN’s prices, billed minutes are assumed to be 60% of total minutes to account for CPP. I also assume only 35% of domestic calling is billed due to applicable free calling features of AT&T’s plans. Customers are assumed to optimize by choosing the best pricing plan for their usage level.

Switching to the “low prices” in the Netherlands forces consumers in the United States to pay about 14% more per month for service at existing usage levels.
Just for illustration, I also compare AT&T’s and KPN’s pricing for Dutch consumers. As in the domestic case, I assume that only 35% of total minutes are peak minutes under AT&T’s plans and only 70% of total minutes are billed under KPN’s plans (total minutes includes both inbound and outbound minutes). This CPP-adjustment has a larger value than in the U.S. because CPP discourages calls to mobile phones since such calls have a positive price to the originator.

Table 1 summarizes the results of the simulation. The reported expenditures are a rounded average of a few repeated simulations. Usage levels are assumed constant across the pricing regimes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>@ U.S. Prices</th>
<th>@ Neth. Prices</th>
<th>Savings (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>$43,000</td>
<td>$49,000</td>
<td>-14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neth.</td>
<td>$40,000</td>
<td>$13,000</td>
<td>-208%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 confirms (the unsurprising result) that the offerings of each country’s carriers are tailored to the demand profiles of their customers. American consumers are better off with the price structure in the United States and Dutch consumers are better off with the pricing structure in the Netherlands. If American consumers pay AT&T’s prices, then they pay $43,000 per month for service, or an ARPU of $43 per month (for this simulation). In contrast, at KPN’s prices, the same usage would cost $49,000, or $49 per month. Switching to the “low prices” in the Netherlands forces consumers in the United States to pay about 14% more per month for service at existing usage levels.

Similarly, consumers in the Netherlands, given their very low volume profile, would pay about three times as much for service at their usage levels if KPN’s prices were replaced with AT&T’s.

In contrast to the conclusions of the COMMUNICATIONS OUTLOOK 2009, the Netherlands is not a low priced country in general. When their consumers act like American consumers, the Netherlands has relatively high prices. But, prices in the Netherlands are well suited for the Dutch; they would not like AT&T’s pricing plans anymore than would Americans prefer KPN’s.

This analysis demonstrates that international comparisons of prices across arbitrarily-selected baskets do not provide a reliable indicator of relative prices when the consumer demand profiles vary significantly. An interesting analysis would be to compare pricing levels across all countries using the method presented here. In some cases, another country’s pricing plan may lead to lower prices in the home country. In such instances, the case for “high price” and “low price” countries is stronger. However, differences in regulatory regimes and cost structures (and other “exogenous” determinants of prices) must be considered (e.g., Calling Party Pays versus Receiving Party Pays). We have made an effort to adjust for CPP here, but it is admittedly crude.

This analysis demonstrates that international comparisons of prices across arbitrarily-selected baskets do not provide a reliable indicator of relative prices when the consumer demand profiles vary significantly.

V. Caveats

Naturally, this analysis has its warts and could be extended and improved in a variety of ways. I could, for example, expand the analysis to include other carriers in the United States and in the Netherlands. In the United States,
consumers typically have the choice of four or more mobile phone companies. Some carriers target smaller volume customers, while others aim for large volume customers. It is not difficult for a low volume consumer to find a better deal than that offered by AT&T’s individual plans either with AT&T or another carrier (of which there are many).

For example, Sprint offers a 200 minute plan and T-Mobile a 300 minute plan. All carriers offer prepaid plans with per-minute pricing, as do a number of Mobile Virtual Network Operators like Boost Mobile (“MVNOs”) (Boost offers a $0.10 minute plan without a monthly fee). Regional carriers are viable option for many American consumers and offer highly competitive offerings. Metro PCS, for example, offers an unlimited calling (and text and data) plan in over 4600 cities and towns for only $40 per month. While these smaller and regional carriers may not be able to meet the need of every customer, they obviously meet the needs of many. To ignore these options, as the OECD has done, presents a highly distorted view of the mobile marketplace in the United States and perhaps other countries, particularly when the hypothetical customers they use are not representative of the typical American consumer.

It is not my intention here to analyze the problem of carrier selection in such calculations. I stress, however, that the carriers selected by the OECD should include a sufficient number of carriers to adequately represent the best prices available in a given country for all relevant usage baskets. At present, the OECD’s methodology fails in this regard.

Additional realities that could impact pricing in a particular market but are ignored by the OECD and here include, but are not limited to, the following: the geographic scope of the network; prepaid plans; family plans; customer reward plans; handset subsidies; contract lengths; rollover minutes; the use of exchange rates or PPP adjustments; grandfathered plans; SMS and MMS messages; handset insurance; quality of customer service; quality of service; international prices; data plans; calling party pays versus receiving party pays; and mobile termination rates. This list of market realities is not exhaustive, and each of these items may have important implications for price comparisons across countries.

Plainly, the complexity of the issue demands humility and temperance in conclusions reached based on inter-country mobile price comparisons.

VI. Policy Recommendations

Hopefully this analysis has shed some light on the problems with both the construction and interpretation of a mobile price index useful for comparing prices across countries. To help move the process forward constructively, I set forth a few policy recommendations.

Expand the Number of Baskets to Reflect Usage Levels. If the basket approach is to be used (and it undoubtedly will), the number of baskets should be expanded to reflect usage levels across all Member Countries. Usage is on the rise, however, so the choice of baskets must accommodate significant growth over the coming years. Under current conditions in the United States, a high-use basket should be in the 2000 minute per month range.

Investigate the Distribution of Usage. As shown here, picking a few usage baskets does not permit meaningful comparisons of mobile prices across countries. Incorporating the full distribution of usage (or usages) is required to compare countries. The OECD should study the distribution of usage in its Member Countries and allow that data to guide its analysis.

Accurately Represent the Pricing Options. The carrier set selected by the OECD for pricing analysis should include a sufficient number of carriers to represent adequately the best prices
available in a given country for all relevant usage baskets. Choosing the largest carriers only, as the OECD did, may significantly misrepresent the options faced by consumers.

The carrier set selected by the OECD for pricing analysis should include a sufficient number of carriers to adequately represent the best prices available in a given country for all relevant usage baskets.

Explicit Recognition of Complexities. The OECD should thoroughly qualify its computations and explicitly list what is and what is not considered. At present, the OECD trivializes the complexity of comparing mobile pricing plans across highly heterogeneous countries. For the data to be used wisely and effectively, the readers must be fully aware of the limitations of reported statistics so as to limit improper interpretation.

Provide Data, Not Conclusions. Given the complexity of mobile pricing, the OECD should primarily document the variety of pricing plans offered in each country, rather than create price indexes of dubious merit. Researchers and analysts can then use these prices to construct whatever index they prefer. This approach is ideal for many reasons. First, the OECD can ask carriers to provide the pricing information the providers advertise to their customers, thereby easing data collection and reducing criticisms on the choice of plans. Second, the OECD will provide the valuable service of cataloging published pricing plans over time, something absent from the market today (at prices affordable to the average researcher). Third, given that usage levels will be dynamic over time, documenting published pricing plans rather than summarized expenditure levels allows researchers to form summary price measures based on actual market conditions. Finally, this approach allows the OECD to serve as a useful and policy-relevant provider of data, rather than a purveyor of “filtered” data of questionable credibility.
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